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Software gets Social
An introduction to social software ideas and practice
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A provocative view of the challenge we face

From Hugh McLeod’s www.gapingvoid.com weblog



Web 2.0 ?
• A Definition:
The original conception of the web (in this context, labelled Web 1.0) comprised static HTML 
pages that were updated rarely, if at all. The success of the dot-com era depended on a more 
dynamic web (sometimes labeled Web 1.5) where content management systems served dynamic 
HTML web pages created on the fly from an ever-changing content database. In both senses, so-
called eyeballing was considered intrinsic to the web experience, thus making page hits and 
visual aesthetics important factors.

Proponents of the Web 2.0 approach believe that web usage is increasingly oriented toward 
interaction and rudimentary social networks, which can serve content that exploits network effects 
with or without creating a visual, interactive web page. In one view, Web 2.0 sites act more as 
points of presence, or user-dependent web portals, than as traditional websites.

source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0

• Cluetrain: markets are conversations
• “Small pieces loosely joined” (from David Weinberger’s excellent book)

• Network effects -> social affordances
• Perpetual beta - hackability - open source
• Connected apps, services and APIs - the Web is your IDE



Social Software
• Simple, easy to use tools and services using open standards
• Aims to create social affordances through network effects
• Augment, not replace, human interaction
• Support networked individualism



How Social Software can add value

• Informality of tools encourages participation and gives greater 
‘personality’ to online networking

• Devolved, bottom-up approach promotes self-organisation, 
involvement; reduces burden on centre

• “Small pieces loosely joined” - promotes re-use & linking that 
adds value to existing information

• Emergence and network effects - can uncover sources of energy 
and activity you may not be aware of

• Encourage personal ownership of content, connections and 
action - this can act as a stimulus for action



Common social tools

• RSS Aggregators: better information management
• Weblogs: quick, responsive connected conversations
• Wikis: easy group collaboration and co-production
• Social bookmarks: share key sources
• Media sharing: shared presence  
• Social tagging: more effective, bottom-up themes



RSS feeds: your blogging and media radar



Use a weblog to start a conversation
 



Use a wiki to co-produce collateral
 



Media sharing: perspectives and presence
 



social bookmarking: an outboard brain
 



social tags: user-driven themes and issues
 



Social Software in the Enterprise
• Can we wrest control of communication and collaboration 

away from ‘IT-centric’ thinking and build a new layer of 
social value on top of existing applications and services?

Traditional enterprise solutions Social software

Top-down, command & control
One to many, impersonal
Formal, bloated, inflexible
Corporate voice
Large, slow, expensive
Vendor-dependent

Bottom-up, devolved
Many to many, personal
Informal, lightweight, flexible
Human voice
Small, iterative, cheap
Owned by you and your people



Bringing enterprise systems to life
• Make existing data available as feeds and URI links
• Let people link, annotate, re-purpose, re-organise and share
• Create simple social interface to let people manage their info



How to begin? Some quick wins…

• Use small, lightweight personal tools: a weblog for sharing views; 
wiki for collaboration; RSS newsreader; shared bookmarks.

• Exploit free online services to connect internal apps with 
external services: Google, Flickr, del.icio.us, Technorati, etc.

• Generate connected conversations on the boundaries of your 
organisation to engage customers in real dialogue

• Live your work in public - be honest, open and engaging

• Use tagging and social media to define the ‘frame’ - make sure 
your viewpoint is available from the right Google keywords, 
Technorati and del.icio.us tags - own your keyword territory!



Some Links

Other social software references:
• www.headshift.com/moments (headshift weblog)
• www.corante.com/many (Many to Many weblog)
• www.lifewithalacrity.com/2004/10/tracing_the_evo.html 

(history of social software) 
• http://del.icio.us/tag/socialsoftware (more links)
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_software
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_news_aggregators

Contact me for further info:
• Lee@headshift.com 



This is just the beginning!

www.headshift.com


